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Why Liquid Argon?

Liquid argon:

- Noble => no radiochemical impurities 

- Abundant => scalable technology 

- Quite dense and with relatively low-Z => good stopping power 
and high energy recoils from kinematics

- High scintillation yield (x 4 with respect to organic 
scintillator) => high resolution

- Extraordinary particle identification using the scintillation 
pulse (unique feature among noble liquids) => background 
suppression

- High ionization yield => very low energy thresholds

- Low electron diffusion and mobility => accurate event topology 
in a TPC

- When mixed with a few ppm of Xe => very fast scintillator   
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Wide range of applications

Few tens of eV: SN burst via CeNNS

Few keV: Dark Matter Search

~1 MeV: Solar neutrinos

~500 keV: PET

GeV range: beam neutrinos (DUNE)
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LAr + SiPM

SiPM:
- Fast (with some caveats)
- Low-noise at cryogenic 

temperature
- Radiopure
- Larger optical coverage than 

PMTs
- Larger photo-detection 

efficiency
- Lower dissipation

But:
- Can have slow components
- Non-negligible after-pulses
- Non-negligible cross-talks
- Also “external cross-talks”

After-Pulse

Cross-Talk
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LAr + SiPM

Single SiPM

Prototype Tile

DCR

PDE

þ Strict collaboration with 
Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK): 
development of specific SiPM for 
LAr (50 PDM under way)

þ The FBK technology  on transfer to 
LFoundry for mass production 
(starting April 2019)

þ Packaging of 240,000 SiPMs at 
NOA, a facility funded at LNGS
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The first test

ReD
with the participation of T. Hugues: PhD in 
cotutelle APC/Astrocent

Excellent resolution but slow: in LAr we 
have to disentangle fast (~7 ns) from slow 
(~1600 ns) scintillation components

Sigma = 7.5 ns
Tau Slow   = 575 ns
Slow component = 94%
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The matched filtering

Higher S/N ratio
Higher resolution

but
Need peak finder

Need to be “fast” to be 
applied in real time to 

8,000 channels
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The DarkSide Prototype at CERN

Laser calibration 
and clustering: 
identification of 
scintillation and 
ionization light 
pulses based on 
pattern 
recognition.

Next step: machine 
learning
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”Light” WIMP particles

Higher resolution from the use of SiPMs implies higher 
sensitivity at very low energies

In 2018 DS50 has produced the world-best limits on light WIMPs 
(<5 GeV/c2) 
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Improving sensitivity: calibration

Understanding fluctuations More constraints < 7 keVnr

Needs of a dedicated small-scale TPC, which is 
planned to be constructed by AstroCent
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Improving sensitivity: analysis tools

APC is developing the Low Mass Framework (LMF), able to produce 
limits starting from the Halo model to the data analysis. 

- Easy to use
- Includes several models (WIMP-nucleon, WIMP-electron, Migdal 

effect, Axions, Sterile Neutrinos) 
- Embeds HistFactory, an analysis framework developed for ATLAS
- Embeds (in progress) a Bayesian approach to extract limits 
- Extracts limits from DS50 data and sensitivity for future 

DarkSide detectors

Axions 
interactions 
in Ar Signal in DS50
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Improving sensitivity: calibration

APC and Astrocent are cooperating for a new small-scale TPC

Goals:
- Test and optimization of new reconstruction approach with 

SiPMs

- Calibrating low-energy response for extending potential in
the “low-mass” region

Actions:
- APC is in charge of simulations for optimizing the TPC

- AstroCent is in charge of the TPC construction

Sponsored by 

Polonium2020
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LAr + SiPM + Reconstruction

+ Xenon

10-100 ppm of Xenon change the Ar scintillation:
- From 128 to 175 nm: easier to detect. No need of WL shifter
- Fastest component from ~6 to ~2 ns 
- High scalability (Xenon mass strongly reduced)

Full Geant4 simulation for 
a Xe-doped LAr PET already 
developed at APC, including 
human body from GATE. 

First results, using simple 
filter back projection 
technique with no 
smoothing, very promising

Need a full characterization of Xe-Ar scintillation and to 
use a special SiPM design (already existing) to reach a time 
resolution < 100 ps

Cooperation between AstroCent / APC / Cagliari U.
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APC / Astrocent

- Already ongoing collaboration on data reconstruction

- Planned tests with a setup equipped with SiPMs at ASTROCENT

- Room for collaboration on PET

Grants 

- Polonium2020: bilateral grant

- COPIN: French-Polish consortium

- DarkWave (Astrocent PI)

+ PhD cotutelle


